Solvation Free Energy Calculations: The Combination between the Implicitly Polarized Fixed-charge Model and the Reference Potential Strategy.
The IPolQ-Mod charges, which are the average of two charge sets fitted in vacuum state and condensed phase, take account of polarization effect implicitly in the solvation free energy calculation. However, the performance of the IPolQ-Mod charges sensitively depends on the QM levels used to generate the electrostatic potential from which the charges are fitted. In addition, the forces on atoms are not accurate theoretically in the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation as the solvent only feels the electrostatic potential of a half-polarized density of the solute according to the derivation of the IPolQ-Mod charges. To study these issues in detail, the IPolQ-Mod charges are combined with the reference potential (RP) strategy to predict the solvation free energies in the present study. It is found that the thermodynamic perturbation (TP) corrections utilizing total energy difference and interaction energy difference are almost the same and free of bias. The solvation free energies estimated by the RP method match very well with those obtained by applying IPolQ-Mod charges into MD simulation directly. By means of the RP strategy, the performances of the IPolQ-Mod charges with the change of the strength of the exact HF exchange in several DFT functionals are determined effectively. Although the "optimal" strengths are found in B3LYP and LC-ωPBE, the improvements over the default strength are not too much. In addition to the IPolQ-Mod charges, other charge models like bond charge correction (BCC) charges could also be combined with the RP strategy to study the thermodynamic properties like solvation free energy. © 2019 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.